Alpha Alpha
Membership Benefits
Scholarships, Awards, Grants
Friendship, Fellowship
Local, State, International Networking
Local, State, International Publications
Professional development
Leadership training and opportunities

Alpha Alpha
Membership
Responsibilities
•
•
•
•

Commitment to active participation
Assistance at gatherings
Payment of dues and fees
Support of the mission and purposes

Members financially support scholars preparing
to work in education fields through contributions
based in part on:

Book Sales

Sales of
hand-crafted
items

ABOVE: Alpha Alpha member and math teacher with
student from Nepal in Rochester’s International Academy.

! Alpha Alpha Chapter has paid for young teachers to
attend school-related conferences.

Silent auction of
donated items

! Alpha Alpha provides new teachers a pool of
resources (members) who are willing to help set up
classrooms, mentor, procure materials for classroom
projects, or help connect new teachers to more
experienced teachers and programs.

! Chapter members put together totes of materials for
several new teachers and former award recipients at
the beginning of one school year.
! Individual chapter members contributed clothes and
furniture to the families of students in one chapter
member’s school for international students.
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! The chapter has helped to send members to DKG
conferences.

! Alpha Alpha provided funds for books for a reading
program for city students through the Warner School
of Education at the U of R.

Promoting professional and personal growth
of women educators and excellence in education.

Sale of mystery
packages weighing
one pound

The Delta Kappa Gamma Society International
http://www.dkg.org
∆ΚΓ Pi State (New York State)
http://www.dkgnystate.org
Alpha Alpha Chapter
http://www.dkgalphaalpha.org
Membership Chairperson
Linda Kotwas
lmkotwas@aol.com

Activities of Alpha Alpha Chapter
implement the purposes of ∆ΚΓ
Alpha Alpha Today

A major strength of Alpha Alpha Chapter is its focus on scholar
awards for young women entering the education profession.
Each year the chapter supports seven undergraduate scholars.
Alpha Alpha Chapter remembers its former founders and
longstanding leaders by naming awards in their memories that
are presented to college students as well as to women leaders
in the community.

Alpha Alpha History
Alpha Alpha Chapter was founded during the May 14, 1955
Pi State Annual Convention. The newly initiated members
represented diversity in professional responsibilities at the
elementary, secondary and college levels.
The Chapter grew to a membership that averages 65 – 70.
Over the years, many of its members have served in
leadership roles at the state and international levels. All of
its members have enjoyed the fellowship and collegiality
that Alpha Alpha has provided.

Alpha Alpha Chapter presents informational programs on
education and legislative issues, as well as opportunities for
professional and personal growth and networking for its
members.
Alpha Alpha Chapter connects its members through its website
(http://www.dkgalphaalpha.org) and newsletter (Newswheel).
It also provides a weekly news update to interested members.
Alpha Alpha Chapter offers scholarships to members in concert
with its state organization, Pi State, and ∆ΚΓ International for
advanced study and educational projects.
Alpha Alpha Chapter meets five times per year: three meetings
include a learning component, one session includes an award
presentation, and one session includes initiation and officer
installation ceremonies. The chapter also hosts an annual
awards breakfast for its seven scholar award recipients (several
of whom are pictured below).

LEFT: Initiates and their
sponsors at May 2016
initiation.
RIGHT (Top to bottom):
Chapter members meet
with students to learn
how technology
enhances learning.
Alpha Alpha member
and program director
describes how the
program prepares
students for leadership
and education careers.
An official from a state
educators union
describes the effects of
legislation
on teacher preparation.
Two chapter members
describe our historical
records project at state
and international
conventions of DKG.
Members identify
topics for educational
excellence
discussions.

